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Abstract
Cholera is an excruciating secretory diarrhea illness which is
caused by the bacteria called a Vibrio cholerae.It effected
more than four million people per year throughout the
entire world .It mainly effects the loss of High fluids along
with the electrolyte disturbances that leads to the
hemorrhagic shock and ultimately causes death. The
disease is transmitted by the means of oral route by
drinking contaminated water and food with bacteria
within.So the key factor is to replace the fluids and
electrolytes lost as soon as possible to decrease its extreme
condition

Introduction
Cholera is caused by various types of Vibrio Cholerae ,types
that includes produces dangerous disease compared to other.
Cholera bacteria is also found shellfish and plankton. Its is
transmitted through drinking contaminated water or food which
contain the bacteria that causes the cholera and in additionally
undercooked seafood is also one of the common source. This
disease affect only the human body.The Risk factors for the
cholera disease include poor hygiene, safe and clean drinking
water, and poor sanitation. Cholera can be diagnosed by a test
called stool test A dipstick test is also available but is not as
precise as stool test

Prevention methods
The methed includes against cholera is developed sanitation
and providing good and safe clean water. For the permanent
solution for the prevention of the the cholera disease is Cholera
vaccine that are given by mouth provide protection for about six
months. They have the added benefit of protecting against
another type of diarrhea caused by Escherichia coli .The primary
treatment oral rehydration therapy and the replacement of
fluids with sweet and salty solutions. Rice-based supplements
are preferred and Zinc supplements are useful to children. In
critical cases, IV fluid which mean the liquids given to replace
water, sugar and salt and also by Ringer lactate is mixture of
sodium chloride, sodium lactate, potassium chloride, and

calcium chloride in water and antibiotics are more
beneficial. Testing to see which antibiotic the cholera is
susceptible to help and guide the path to choice.

Symptoms
The primary symptoms of cholera is diarrhea and vomiting of
clear fluid.
These symptoms starts after half a day to five days after
dehydration caused by the bacteria.
Fever is very rare so suspicion for secondary infection must be
concerned.
Patients body shows some effects like sunken eyes, dry
mouth, cold clammy skin, or wrinkled hands
Blood pressure drops due to dehydration, peripheral pulse
decrease, and urine output decreases with time.

Bacteriophage prokaryote dynamics
Bacteriophages are most common and important entities in th
e biosphere. Bacteriophages are pervasive viruses, found
wherever. Viruses are the most plentiful biological entity in the
water column in world of oceans and second largest biomass of
prokaryotes .Bacteriophage and interaction are believed to be
important in managing microbiome composition and ecosystem
functions, but our less knowledge of the spatial and temporal
variation in phage and prokaryotic community compositions
prohibit accurate assessment of their roles and there impacts.
Anaerobic digesters are perfect model systems to examine
phage host interaction, which is easy access, stable operation,
nutrient-rich environment, and enormous numbers of phages
and prokaryotic cells.

Conclusion
Cholera can be prevented and controlled more effectively at
basic environment level. This also requires a multi-disciplinary
approach including poverty mollification.
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